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Twin sidewalk flower stands have been brought indoors. They house erratic vignettes inside funereal 
encaustic veneers. Mischievous youngsters have tossed Oscar Mayer slices upon the roof of a garden 
shed; a trellis has been broken from climbing. It lays on its side still ultimately useful. Holes abound and 
apparent emptiness prevails: bulletproof panels are riddled to pegboard perfection and the last of the 
beers have been hung up to dry. A ceiling fan droops like a shirt on a line. 

Tires saved from a moist mosquito hell are propped up as wreaths, a gravedigger’s shovel and cane are 
given a silver tongue treatment; this is ultimately a salvage operation. Despair not. It may be too late for 
rescue, but not for recovery. The title here was willfully misheard. 

“In love.”

Across the room, old enameled panels from a building façade are back-lit with a 24-carat glow. They 
resemble fallen towers put right-side up in memoriam. Nearby, a stack of brick marks the grave of an 
empire returning to entropy. A florist’s shop this is not, there is nary a petal in sight. In lieu of flowers, send 
regards.

Matthew Lusk (b. Detroit, 1972) lives and works in Brooklyn and Newburgh, NY. He received an MFA from the School of the Art Institute of 
Chicago in 2000. 

Paired performances are scheduled for 4pm on every Saturday of the exhibition. This series is directed by Evan Rehill, with the generous 
permission from of our friends at Picasso Machinery.

Performance Series Schedule: Saturdays at 4pm
Sat. Oct. 6: Blue Iris with The Starlight Wanderers
Sat. Oct. 13: Kristen Dombek with T Kira Madden
Sat. Oct. 20: Sam Lore with Mallory Galarza
Sat. Oct. 27: Jules Bakshi with Andrew Fox
Sat. Nov. 3: Samantha Kim with Bernice Zdybat
Sat. Nov. 10: No Event 

Special Closing Event: Sunday November 11, 6-9pm
Featuring: Dirty Churches

https://www.instagram.com/matthewluskstudio/


Installation View



Installation View



Untitled, 2018, mixed media, fountain, encaustic on plywood, 34.5” x 34.5” x 72”



Untitled (details), 2018, mixed media, fountain, encaustic on plywood, 34.5” x 34.5” x 72”



Hands (Jane), 2018, photograph in vintage frame, 10” x 8” x 1.5”



5/8, 2018, salvaged brick, 17” x 8” x 2.25”



Untitled, Book Barn no.7, 2018, ink on paper in plexi frame, 8.5” x 11”



Installation View



Up On The Roof, 2018, salvaged corrugated plastic, foam, acrylic, hardware, 2 at 60” x 26” x 7”

Broken Trellis, 2018, acrylic on pine and oak, hardware, 59” x 96” x 2”



Wreath, 2017, salvaged tire, metal stand, corn husks, florist foam edition 1 of 2, 33” x 28” x 20”



Curtains, 2018, sumi and casein on canvas, 48” x 48”



Untitled, Book Barn no.2, 2018, ink on paper in plexi frame, 8.5” x 11”



Litterbox, 2018, plastic, aluminum, 4” x 14” x 10”



Untitled, Book Barn no.17, 2018, ink on paper in plexi frame, 8.5” x 11”



Installation View



After After the Flood, 2014, crayon on bristol, frame, 11” x 17”



Hands (Bill), 2018, photograph in vintage frame, 10” x 8” x 1.5”



Long Handled Speaking Tongue, 2018, aluminum leaf on faux bamboo, encaustic on archie mcphee finger hook, 33” x 5” x 2.5”



Untitled, 2018, galvanized steel, vermiculite, acrylic, encaustic on plywood, 34.5” x 34.5” x 72”



Installation View



Lost in Revelry, 2014, vintage beer bottles and steel, 24” x 32” x 16”



Shopping List, 2018, ink on cigarette carton, 14.75” x 4.75”



Intermission, 2018, sumi and casein on canvas, 48” x 48” 



Installation View



Wreath, 2017, salvaged tire, metal stand, corn husks, florist foam edition 2 of 2, 33” x 28” x 20”

Wreath (detail)



Untitled, 2017, 24k gold leaf on salvaged enameled steel panel, two pieces each 47.5” x 9” x .5”



Encyclopedia of Light #9, 2018, mixed media and electrical fixtures on panel, 48” x 48” x 48”       



Encyclopedia of Light #9, (details)



Love Me Less, But Longer, 1998, various plastics on expanded polystyrene, brass hardware, 15” x 10” x 6”



Untitled, Book Barn no.11, 2018, ink on paper in plexi frame, 8.5” x 11”



Untitled, 2018, chambray and aluminum leaf on vintage shovel, 61” x 10” x 11”



Installation View



Ship Coming In, 2018, Xray on Lightbox, 28” x 22” x 4”



Untitled, 2017, encaustic, aluminum leaf on plywood, 7.5” x 7.5” x 14.5” (versions 1 & 2)



5/8, 2018, charcoal on Kozo paper, edition 1 of 2, 25” x 19”



Artist’s Statement

In Lieu Of started out as a flower shop installation idea. I was interested in these simple stepped display boxes that 
are outside of flower stores and bodegas; liked their ubiquity and vernacular sensibility. I made a couple maquettes 
and realized the potential to have vignettes or scenarios or storage inside of them. I thought about that for a while. 
The two large pieces here are over-scaled due to a confluence of circumstances, but mostly owing to economy. The 
proportions here yield the most out of a quantity of plywood with a minimum amount of waste. They’re both covered in 
encaustic, which has funereal origins among the Egyptians who invented it, and this material opened one of several 
doors into another floral landscape: the funeral parlor. 

The salvaged tire wreaths, stack of crumbling EMPIRE bricks, and the sardonic humor of paintings of a theater at 
intermission and the curtain therein all contribute to this second theme. The title of the show came soon after and 
its abbreviated form of a common obituary plea illuminate two truths about me and my practice: I’m always making 
substitutions, I’m never making flowers. 

So the show is a lot of substitutions. The show is also, strangely, a lot of circles. 

The locked together wreaths from ‘98 are the oldest piece in the show, dating from my time in Chicago when I lived on 
N. Hallstead St. just above Cabrini Green and across the street from the new city YMCA. The evidence of drug use 
was everywhere, and I collected it on a daily basis. The small sculpture is touching to me because of its scale and 
also its simple reminder of camaraderie and codependency. 

The bottle rack nearby, Lost in Revelry, is a necessary completion of Duchamp’s readymade of 1914. I had acquired 
the rack quite some time ago and then found these small vintage beer bottles during a residency in Vermont. They 
found themselves to make sense together when I started to hang it up with regards to my drinking life, a necessary 
decision made recently when I realized that half a life drunk was plenty. The title comes from an album by the Mendoza 
Line, a band of friend who I briefly performed with while in Athens, GA. 

The Record Barn pieces are little epitaphs to the city’s ghost scene of bookstores. They are simple, quite stupidly 
simple, drawings using string and ink. They are the closest thing to a petal in the show, besides the dry stiff grass 
in the salvaged vintage tires in the twin memorial wreaths. The corn husks that the grass is made of is a peripheral 
agricultural material, like the vermiculite that spills from the galvanized steel minimalisms in the green plant stand. 

Behind each stand are sheets of bulletproof fiberglass. Riddled with pegboard holes, they become at once more 
useful and also less helpful. The conflict of immediate utility and imagined potential is the main focus here; a gamble 
in the face of growing odds of a violent emergency. 

The aforementioned ink drawings (paintings?) are simple meditations on death, with a sense of humor marking the 
curtain being drawn and the audience being absent but only both during intermission. They overlay of shells and 
rocks and beach sand conflates the interior and exterior spaces and states of being. There are no footprints, no single 
or double pairs. Just the white noise that you realize is coming from a black machine inside the second of the plant 
stands, a machine with what seems to be a slice of bologna on top of it. 

That bologna is also on the undulating green garden shed roof material of Up On the Roof. This piece, made of two 
parts in a room full of twin objects, comes from a dubious source. I’m unclear if it was a story I heard, an apocryphal 
memory, or a dream, but I have this idea that I was throwing bologna up in the air as a child in the suburbs of Atlanta. 
My mother did not often serve us this flying meat disc. She wouldn’t allow white bread or plain yellow mustard in the 
house, so we must’ve been having lunch at Stevie Southern’s place. 



The hands there on the computer screen in the photograph on the wall, those are my mother’s hands. Across the 
room, there is a picture of two hands, palms up, in a frame against a flashy pink baloney background. Those are my 
father’s hands. Instead of photographing them myself, I called him on the phone and asked them to photograph each 
others’ by basically coming from behind and in a gesture almost like hugging, snaps some images from the point of 
view of the sitter. This took several sessions and I eventually took what I could get and transpose them on to film 
simply by pointing my camera at my phone or computer screen or both. My mother used to be a florist and I grew up 
playing with her Barlow pocket knife that had in script on one side of it the phrase “Say it With Flowers.” This project 
probably properly started at that time, as I wondered what could be said, and why with flowers. 

In one corner is a spindle held the loft with a golden tip. It’s a surrogate. I had meant for a picket from a Long Island 
cemetery to be floating there but I could not find it in my studio. My studio is large and quite messy and also, according 
to a crackpot friend of mine who knows these things, occupied by an apparition owing its presence to some unresolved 
and ancient conflict. “It’s what most people would call a poltergeist,” he said. “Don’t worry, I’ll take care of it.” What is 
there now, “there” meaning this corner in this gallery not the general space in my studio, is something confusing to me 
and as a placeholder I would guess it’s just temporary, a visitor. 

The twin metal panels to the right also have 24k gold on them, but on the backside. This is a little thing to glow gently 
and not to show ostentatiously. Gold should be in the mouth, visible only when laughing. Or crying. You wouldn’t be 
mistaken if you mistook this as a memorial for two buildings and the people in them. 

Over there is a gravedigger’s shovel, apparently, and a gravedigger’s shirt. Or maybe it’s just a normal person’s shovel 
and shirt. Shoveling shirt. Say it three times fast. The blade is a silver tongue that speaks through the work it does. 

The curves walking talking stick across the room is similar, but there it is age that speaks and knocks you in the shins 
because, well, just because. 

The hanging panel with the lamps and chain is one of the volumes of the ongoing series, Encyclopedia of Light. It’s 
something of a clever and useful vernacular object in the small crowded hardware stores of Manhattan, that a person 
would attach all the available fixtures for sale on the one panel and wire them simply and hang it from the ceiling 
in a way to say these are  what we have, you can have any light fixture you want so long as they are one of those. 
Enamored by this simple smartness, and driven to invention by the necessity of needing to find you some space in a 
crowded Studio, I looked up and started making this floating carpets. Hanging from the underside is straight display, 
but sitting on top is an odd mix of dead stock storage and a back-up B team sitting on the bench; but players and utility 
outfielders waiting to play a part. Here you’ll find a sculptural assemblage on a child’s garden chair, a waxy owl, a 
silver gourd, an American flag waiting to be put to use, and a globe depicting the world covered in water, among other 
things. It’s a toolbox of supporting cast members, extras. 

In the office there is an x-ray on a lightbox. It’s of a woman and she’s been halved. Like a ship heading toward you, 
the red port is left. Maybe she’s the Daisy to the green lights that are found throughout the rest of the show; something 
of a lingering idea of another project it has never properly fully materialized, “Daisies.” Another flower show without 
a petal, perhaps, but looking across the water at a dream, an unreachable apparition of hope. “She’s clearly got a 
broken collarbone,” said an older man at the opening. “No,” my friend Rachel replied, “She has cancer.”

The ceiling fan drawing is after a Robert Polisario photograph from his book After the Flood. 

The broken trellis is, like the bologna piece, something out of my dreams/memory/apocrypha where every trellis in the 
neighborhood was misunderstood by the children to be ladders and broken in one way or another. Something about 
form and function being a hazardous relationship and also a corollary between growing children and plants.

-Matthew Lusk 
September 2018


